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Industrial router LTE 5Ether ports 2 inputs. - Network
router Ethernet MRX3 LTE 1.1

Insys
MRX3 LTE 1.1
10016583
4022892000438 EAN/GTIN

812,69 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Industrial router LTE 5Ether ports 2 inputs. MRX3 LTE 1.1 Ethernet, DIN rail mounting type, number of voice ports 0, firewall, VPN, Ethernet module with five LAN ports that
can be divided into up to five IP networks, LTE module with integrated power supply and 2 digital inputs , several VPN tunnels can be used in parallel including firewall in the
tunnel (e.g. delimitation of remote access), segmentation into several local IP networks, flexible administration with profile manager, controllable via a variety of events such as
key switches, access control via user roles, high performance for broadband networks and fast VPN data rate, quick start for INSYS Connectivity Service, housing widths
MRX3: 3 slots, 2 of which are pre-assigned, basic variant MRXLTE: basic card + mobile radio card
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